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What Goes Around, Comes Around, Only Now with Real Knowledge

A recent interview with a noted researcher, IEEE Fellow Michael I. Jordan, Pehong Chen Distinguished
Professor at the University of California, Berkeley, provided a downplayed view of recent AI hype.
Jordan was particularly critical of AI metaphors to real brain function and took the air out of the balloon
about algorithm advances, pointing out that most current methods have roots that are decades long [1]. In
fact, the roots of knowledge-based artificial intelligence (KBAI), the subject of this article, also extend
back decades.
Yet the real point, only briefly touched upon by Jordan in his lauding of Amazon's recommendation
service, is that the dynamo in recent AI progress has come from advances in the knowledge and statistical
bases driving these algorithms. The improved digital knowledge bases behind KBAI have been the power
behind these advances.
Knowledge bases are finally being effectively combined with AI, a dynamic synergy that is only now
being recognized, let alone leveraged. As this realization increases, many forms of useful information
structure in the wild will begin to be mapped to these knowledge bases, which will further extend the
benefits we are are now seeing from KBAI.
Knowledge-based artificial intelligence, or KBAI, is the use of large statistical or knowledge bases to
inform feature selection for machine-based learning algorithms used in AI. The use of knowledge bases to
train the features of AI algorithms improves the accuracy, recall and precision of these methods. This
improvement leads to perceptibly better results to information queries, including pattern recognition.
Further, in a virtuous circle, KBAI techniques can also be applied to identify additional possible facts
within the knowledge bases themselves, improving them further still for KBAI purposes.
It is thus, in my view, the combination of KB + AI that has led to the notable AI breakthroughs of the
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past, say, decade. It is in this combination that we gain the seeds for sowing AI benefits in other areas,
from tagging and disambiguation to the complete integration of text with conventional data systems. And,
oh, by the way, the structure of all of these systems can be made inherently multi-lingual, meaning that
context and interpretation across languages can be brought to our understanding of concepts.
Structured Dynamics is working to democratize a vision of KBAI that brings its benefits to any
enterprise, using the same approaches that the behemoths of the industry have used to innovate
knowledge-based artificial intelligence in the first place. How and where the benefits of such KBAI may
apply is the subject of this article.

A Brief History of Knowledge-based Systems
Knowledge-based artificial intelligence is not a new idea. Its roots extend back perhaps to one of the first
AI applications, Dendral. In 1965, nearly a half century ago, Edward Feigenbaum initiated Dendral,
which became a ten-year effort to develop software to deduce the molecular structure of organic
compounds using scientific instrument data. Dendral was the first expert system and used mass spectra or
other experimental data together with a knowledge base of chemistry to produce a set of possible
chemical structures. This set the outline for what came to be known as knowledge-based systems, which
are one or more computer programs that reason and use knowledge bases to solve complex problems.
Indeed, it was in the area of expert systems that AI first came to the attention of most enterprises.
According to Wikipedia,
Expert systems were designed to solve complex problems by reasoning about knowledge, represented
primarily as if–then rules rather than through conventional procedural code. The first expert systems
were created in the 1970s and then proliferated in the 1980s. Expert systems were among the first truly
successful forms of AI software.

Expert systems spawned the idea of knowledge engineers, whose role was to interview and codify the
logic of the chosen experts. But, expert systems proved to be expensive to build and difficult to maintain
and tune. As the influence of expert systems waned, another branch emerged, that of knowledge-based
engineering and their support for CAD- and CASE-type systems. Still, overall penetration to date of most
knowledge-based systems can most charitably be described as disappointing.
The specific identification of "KBAI" was (to my knowledge) first made in a Carnegie-Mellon University
report to DARPA in 1975 [2]. The source knowledge bases were broadly construed, including listings of
hypotheses. The first known patent citing knowledge-based artificial intelligence is from 1992 [3]. Within
the next ten years there were dedicated graduate-level course offerings on KBAI at many universities,
including at least Indiana University, SUNY Buffalo, and Georgia Tech.
In 2007, Bosse? et al. devoted a chapter to KBAI in their book on information fusion, but still, at that
time, the references were more generic [4]. However, by 2013, the situation was changing fast, as this
quote from Hovy et al. indicates [5]:
"Recently, however, this stalemate [the so-called ‘knowledge acquisition bottleneck] has begun to loosen
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up. The availability of large amounts of wide-coverage semantic knowledge, and the ability to extract it
using powerful statistical methods, are enabling significant advances in applications requiring deep
understanding capabilities, such as information retrieval and question-answering engines. Thus,
although the well-known problems of high cost and scalability discouraged the development of knowledgebased approaches in the past, more recently the increasing availability of online collaborative knowledge
resources has made it possible to tackle the knowledge acquisition bottleneck by means of massive
collaboration within large online communities. This, in turn, has made these online resources one of the
main driving forces behind the renaissance of knowledge-rich approaches in AI and NLP – namely,
approaches that exploit large amounts of machine-readable knowledge to perform tasks requiring human
intelligence." (citations removed)

The waxing and waning of knowledge-based systems and its evolution over fifty years have led to a
pretty well-defined space, even if not all component areas have achieved their commercial potential.
Besides areas already mentioned, knowledge-based systems also include:
Knowledge models — formalisms for knowledge representation and reasoning, and
Reasoning systems — software that generates conclusions from available knowledge using logical
techniques such as deduction and induction.
We can organize these subdomains as follows. Note particularly that the branch of KBAI (knowledgebased artificial intelligence) has two main denizens: recognized knowledge bases, such as Wikipedia, and
statistical corpora. The former are familiar and evident around us; the latter are largely proprietary and not
(generally) publicly accessible:

Some prominent
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knowledge bases and statistical corpora are identified below. Knowledge bases are coherently organized
information with instance data for the concepts and relationships covered by the domain at hand, all
accessible in some manner electronically. Knowledge bases can extend from the nearly global, such as
Wikipedia, to very specific topic-oriented ones, such as restaurant reviews or animal guides. Some
electronic knowledge bases are designed explicitly to support digital consumption, in which case they are
fairly structured with defined schema and standard data formats and, increasingly, APIs. Others may be
electronically accessible and highly relevant, but the data is not staged in a easily-consumable way,
thereby requiring extraction and processing prior to use.
The use and role of statistical corpora is harder to discern. Statistical corpora are organized statistical
relationships or rankings that facilitate the processing of (mostly) textual information. Uses can range
from entity extraction to machine language translation. Extremely large sources, such as search engine
indexes or massive crawls of the Web, are most often the sources for these knowledge sets. But, most are
applied internally by those Web properties that control this big data.
The Web is the reason these sources — both statistical corpora and knowledge bases — have proliferated,
so the major means of consuming them is via Web services with the information defined and linked to
URIs.
My major thesis has been that it is the availability of electronically accessible knowledge bases,
exemplified and stimulated by Wikipedia [6], that has been the telling factor in recent artificial
intelligence advances. For example, there are at least 500 different papers that cite using Wikipedia for
various natural language processing, artificial intelligence, or knowledge base purposes [7]. These papers
began to stream into conferences about 2005 to 2006, and have not abated since. In turn, the various
techniques innovated for extracting more and more structure and information from Wikipedia are being
applied to other semi-structured knowledge bases, resulting in a true renaissance of knowledge-based
processing for AI purposes. These knowledge bases are emerging as the information substrate under
many recent computational advances.

Knowledge Bases in Relation to Overall Artificial Intelligence
A few months ago I pulled together a bit of an interaction diagram to show the relationships between
major branches of artificial intelligence and structures arising from big data, knowledge bases, and other
organizational schema for information:
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What we are seeing is a system emerging whereby multiple portions of this diagram interact to produce
innovations. Take, for example, Apple's Siri [8], or Google's Google Now or the many similar systems
that have emerged on smartphones. Spoken instructions are decoded to text, which is then parsed and
evaluated for intent and meaning and then posed to a general knowledge base. The text results are then
modulated back to speech with the answer in the smartphone's speakers. The pattern recognition at the
front and back end of this workflow has been made better though statistical datasets derived from
phonemes and text. The text understanding is processed via natural language processing and semantic
technologies [16], with the question understanding and answer formulation coming from one or more
knowledge bases.
This remarkable chain of processing is now almost taken for granted, though its commercial use is less
than five years old. For different purposes with different workflows we see effective question answering
and diagnosis with systems like IBM's Watson [9] and structured search results from Google's
Knowledge Graph [10]. Try posing some questions to Wolfram Alpha and then stand back and be
impressed with the data visualization. Behind the scenes, pattern recognition from faces to general images
or thumbprints further is eroding the distinction between man and machine. Google Translate now covers
language translation between 60 human languages [11] — and pretty damn effectively, too. All major Web
players are active in these areas, from Amazon's recommendation system [12] to Facebook [42],
Microsoft [13], Twitter [14] or Baidu [15].
Though not universal, most all recent AI advances leveraging knowledge bases have utilized Wikipedia
in one way or another. Even Freebase, the core of Google's Knowledge Graph, did not really blossom as a
separate data crowdsourcing concern until its former owner, Metaweb, decided to bring Wikipedia into its
system. Many other knowledge bases, as noted below, are also derivatives or enhancements to Wikipedia
in one way or another.
I believe the reasons for Wikipedia's influence have arisen from its nearly global scope, its mix of semistructured data and text, its nearly 200 language versions, and its completely open and accessible nature.
Regardless, it is also certainly true that techniques honed with Wikipedia are now being applied to a
diversity of knowledge bases. We are also seeing an appreciation start to grow in how knowledge bases
can enhance the overall AI effort.

Useful Statistical and Knowledge Sources
The diagram on knowledge-based systems above shows two kinds of databases contributing to KBAI:
statistical corpora or databases and true knowledge bases. The statistical corpora tend to be hidden behind
proprietary curtains, and also more limited in role and usefulness than general knowledge bases.
Statistical Corpora
The statistical corpora or databases tend to be of a very specific nature. While lists of text corpora and
many other things may contribute to this category, the ones actually in commercial use tend to be quite
focused in scope, very large, and designed for bespoke functionality. A good example, and one that has
been contributed for public use, is the Web 1T 5-gram data set [17]. This data set, contributed by Google
for public use in 2006, contains English word n-grams and their observed frequency counts. N-grams
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capture word tokens that often coincide with one another, from single words to phrases. The length of the
n-grams ranges from unigrams (single words) to five-grams. The database was generated from
approximately 1 trillion word tokens of text from publicly accessible Web pages.
Another example of statistical corpora are what is used in Google's Translate capabilities [11]. According
to Franz Josef Och, who was the lead manager at Google for its translation activities and an articulate
spokesperson for statistical machine translation, a solid base for developing a usable language translation
system for a new pair of languages should consist of a bilingual text corpus of more than a million words,
plus two monolingual corpora each of more than a billion words. Statistical frequencies of word
associations form the basis of these reference sets. Google originally seeded its first language translators
with multiple language texts from the United Nations [18].
Such lookup or frequency tables in fact can shade into what may be termed a knowledge base as they gain
more structure. NELL, for example (and see below), contains a relatively flat listing of assertions
extracted from the Web for various entities; it goes beyond frequency counts or relatedness, but does not
have the full structure of a general knowledge base like Wikipedia [19]. We thus can see that statistical
corpora and knowledge bases in fact reside on a continuum of structure, with no bright line to demark the
two categories.
Nonetheless, most statistical corpora will never be seen publicly. Building them requires large amounts of
input information. And, once built, they can offer significant commercial value to their developers to
drive various machine learning systems and for general lookup.
Knowledge Bases
There are literally hundreds of knowledge bases useful to artificial intelligence, most of a restricted
domain nature. Listed below, partially informed by Suchanek and Weikum's work [20], are some of the
broadest ones available. Note that many leverage or are derivatives of or extensions to Wikipedia:
BabelNet — is a multilingual lexicalized semantic network and ontology automatically created by
linking Wikipedia to WordNet [21]
Biperpedia — is an ontology with 1.6M (class, attribute) pairs and 67K distinct attribute names, a
totally unique resource, but one that is not publicly available [22]
ConceptNet — is a semantic network with concepts as nodes and edges that are assertions of
common sense about these concepts [23]
Cyc — is an artificial intelligence project that attempts to assemble a comprehensive ontology and
knowledge base of everyday common sense knowledge, with the goal of enabling AI applications
to perform human-like reasoning [24]
DBpedia — extracts structured content from the information created as part of the Wikipedia,
principally from its infoboxes [25]
DeepDive — employs statistical learning and inference to combine diverse data resources and bestof-breed algorithms in order to construct knowledge bases from hundreds of millions of Web
pages [26]
EntityCube — is a knowledge base built from the statistical extraction of structured entities, named
entities, entity facts and relations from the Web [27]
Freebase — is a large collaborative knowledge base consisting of metadata composed mainly by its
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community members, but centered initially on Wikipedia; Freebase is a key input component to
Google's Knowledge Graph [28]
GeoNames — is a geographical database that contains over 10,000,000 geographical names
corresponding to over 7,500,000 unique features [29]
ImageNet — is an image database organized according to the WordNet hierarchy (currently only
the nouns), in which each node of the hierarchy is depicted by hundreds and thousands of images
[30]
KnowItAll — is a variety of domain-independent systems that extract information from the Web in
an autonomous, scalable manner [31]
Knowledge Vault (Google) — is a Web-scale probabilistic knowledge base that combines
extractions from Web content (obtained via analysis of text, tabular data, page structure, and
human annotations) with prior knowledge derived from existing knowledge repositories; it is not
publicly available [32]
LEVAN (Learning About Anything) — is a fully-automated approach for learning extensive
models for a wide range of variations (e.g., actions, interactions, attributes and beyond) from
images for any concept, leveraging the vast resources of online books [43]
NELL (Never-Ending Language Learning system) — is a semantic machine learning system
developed at Carnegie Mellon University that identifies a basic set of fundamental semantic
relationships between a few hundred predefined categories of data, such as cities, companies,
emotions and sports teams [19]
Probase — is a universal, probabilistic taxonomy that contains 2.7 million concepts harvested from
a corpus of 1.68 billion web pages [33]
UMBEL — is an upper ontology of about 28,000 reference concepts and a vocabulary for aiding
that ontology mapping, including expressions of likelihood relationships [34]
Wikidata — is a common source of certain data types (for example, birth dates) which can be used
by Wikimedia projects such as Wikipedia [35]
WikiNet — is a multilingual extension of the facts found in the multiple language versions of
Wikipedia [36]
WikiTaxonomy — is a large-scale taxonomy derived from the category relationships in Wikipedia
[37]
Wolfram Alpha — is a computational knowledge engine made available by subscription as an
online service that answers factual queries directly by computing the answer from externally
sourced "curated data"
WordNet — is a lexical database for the English language that groups words into sets of synonyms
called synsets, provides short definitions and usage examples, and records a number of relations
among these synonym sets or their members [38]
YAGO — is extracted from Wikipedia (e.g., categories, redirects, infoboxes), WordNet (e.g.,
synsets, hyponymy), and GeoNames [39].

What Work is Being Done and the Future
It is instructive to inspect what kinds of work or knowledge these bases are contributing to the AI
enterprise. The most important contribution, in my mind, is structure. This structure can relate to the
subsumption (is-a) or part of (mereology) relationships between concepts. This form of structure
contributes most to understanding the taxonomy or schema of a domain; that is, its scaffolding of
concepts. This structure helps orient the instance data and other external structures, generally through
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some form of mapping.
The next rung of contribution from these knowledge bases is in the nature of the relations between
concepts and their instances. These form the predicates or nature of the relationships between things. This
kind of contribution is also closely related to the attributes of the concepts and the properties of the things
that populate the structure. This kind of information tends to be the kind of characteristics that one sees in
a data record: a specific thing and the values for the fields by which it is described.
Another contribution from knowledge bases comes from identity and disamgibuation. Identity works in
that we can point to authoritative references (with associated Web identifiers) for all of the individual
things and properties in our relevant domain. We can use these identities to decide the "canonical" form,
which also gives us a common reference for referring to the same things across information sources or
data sets. We also gain the means for capturing the various ways that anything can be described, that is
the synonyms, jargon, slang, acronyms or insults that might be associated with something. That
understanding helps us identify the core item at hand. When we extend these ideas to the concepts or
types that populate our relevant domain, we can also begin to establish context and other relationships to
individual things. When we encounter the person "John Smith" we can use co-occurring concepts to help
distinguish John Smith the plumber from John Smith the politician or John Smith the policeman. As more
definition and structure is added, our ability to discriminate and disambiguate goes up.
Some of this work resides in the interface between schema (concepts) and the instances (individuals) that
populate that schema, what I elsewhere have described as the work between the T-Box and A-Box of
knowledge bases [40]. In any case, with richer understandings of how we describe and discern things, we
can now begin to do new work, not possible when these understandings were lacking. We can now, for
example, do semantic search where we can relate multiple expressions for the same things or infer
relationships or facets that either allow us to find more relevant items or better narrow our search
interests.
With true knowledge bases and logical approaches for working with them and their structure, we can
begin doing direct question answering. With more structure and more relationships, we can also do so in
rather sophisticated ways, such as identifying items with multiple shared characteristics or within certain
ranges or combinations of attributes.
Structured information and the means to query it now gives us a powerful, virtuous circle whereby our
knowledge bases can drive the feature selection of AI algorithms, while those very same algorithms can
help find still more features and structure in our knowledge bases. The interaction between AI and the
KBs means we can add still further structure and refinement to the knowledge bases, which then makes
them still better sources of features for informing the AI algorithms:
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Once this threshold of
feature generation is reached, we now have a virtuous dynamo for knowledge discovery and management.
We can use our AI techniques to refine and improve our knowledge bases, which then makes it easier to
improve our AI algorithms and incorporate still further external information. Effectively utilized KBAI
thus becomes a generator of new information and structure.
This virtuous circle has not yet been widely applied beyond the early phases of, say, adding more facts to
Wikipedia, as some of our examples above show. But these same basic techniques can be applied to the
very infrastructural foundations of KBAI systems in such areas as data integration, mapping to new
external structure and information, hypothesis testing, diagnostics and predictions, and the myriad of
other uses to which AI has been hoped to contribute for decades. The virtuous circle between knowledge
bases and AIs does not require us to make leaps and bounds improvements in our core AI algorithms.
Rather, we need only stoke our existing AI engines with more structure and knowledge fuel in order to
keep the engine chugging.
The vision of a growing nexus of KBAI should also prove that efficiencies and benefits also increase
through a power function of the network effect, similar to what I earlier described in the Viking algorithm
[41]. We know how we can extract further structure and benefit from Wikipedia. We can see how such a
seed catalyst can also be the means for mapping and relating more specific domain knowledge bases and
structure. The beauty of this vision is that we already can see the threshold benefits from a decade of
KBAI development. Each new effort — and there are many — will only act to add to these benefits, with
each new increment contributing more than the increment that came before. That sounds to me like
productivity, and a true basis for wealth creation.
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